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ministration related to smoking and health. Apart from American and Allied armies in early 1942 was due to
one chapter on British research into smoking behaviour serum transmission by the currently used yellow fever
by McKennell, it is entirely concerned with American vaccine. However, it notes that as long ago as 1926 a
issues presented by American authors. The 21 chapters group of Scandinavian workers had pointed out that in
have individual authors and the quality of contribu- a clinic caring for persons with diabetes, those patients
tions varies widely. Much of the behavioural work is who acquired hepatitis were doubtless infected by
described in an almost impenetrable jargon. No doubt contaminated needles or syringes. Particularly valuable
to the initiated the true meaning of almost half the book is the discussion of the comparison between serum
would be revealed but this reviewer was left puzzled hepatitis and infective hepatitis. An overwhelming case
and almost as ignorant as heretofore. It is a pity that so is made for them being, although they are viral in origin,
little of the behavioural work which is expounded at separate diseases with no cross immunity.
length would seem to lead to practical application and Thereare good descriptions of diphtheria and itscompli-
there is a circular appearance about much of the research. cations although, curiously enough, there is no great
From the health education point of view, the almost emphasis on the very high mortality of diphtheritic myo-

uniform failure of any experimental attempt to change carditis. In this respect, perhaps the experience of the
smoking habits creates a deep pessimism. There are two British forces was worse than that of the American.
pithy chapters 'Smoking and Health - Revisited' by There is curiously little reference to the rickettsial
Joan Guildford and 'Smoking and Health: the Importance fevers, particularly mite-born typhus which must have been
of Objectivity' by David R. Hardy. The latter is a masterly prevalent in the south-west Pacific and would have been a
presentation of the tobacco industrv's case by a skilled formidable problem if the advent of the atomic bomb had
lawyer and is worth reading by any uncritical anti- not obviated the necessity of massive land operations.
smoking enthusiast. Otherwise, this book cannot be There is a frank and honest account of the gradual
recommended to most medical people. realization of the importance of dermatology in tropical

W. T. JONES warfare. In this field it is clear that development lagged
behind the British Army with its long experience of
tropical conditions. It also illustrates the great capacity

Internal Medicine in World War II. Vol. IL. Infectious of the United States to recognize new problems and to
Diseases and General Medicine. Medical Department, tackle them vigorously and successfully.
United States Army, 1968. (Pp. 712; 123 illustrations; The section on nutritional disorders is extremely
6 plates; 8 charts; 105 tables; index; $8.25.) (Obtain- interesting and outlines very clearly the therapy of the
able from the Superintendent of Documents, Govern rehabilitation of severely undernourished people. It also
afmSus,n- brings home the severe calorie under-nutrition which

ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, characterized American and British prisoners of war in
U.S.A.) Germany who were clearly not given their basic rights

War is one of the oldest and most thriving of human under the Geneva Convention. In contrast, the prisoners
occupations. It is, therefore, very reasonable that this of Japan, who were particularly ill-fed and overworked,
journal should take notice of the recent handsoyme volumne presented clinical syndromes of specific B vitamin defic-
on the medical history of the United States Army during iency superimposed on calorie deprivation.
World War II. It takes the form of a systematic considera- The psychological aspects of modern warfare aretionlofrth .pIncal iea which were pomsinen discussed fully and it is clear that in this field the Ameri-tion of the principal diseases which were prominent cans were efficient and realistic.amongst service men. The result is a series of extremely This whole work illustrates vividly the stimulus that
lucid and precise monographs. These are illustrated with
extracts from eye-witness accounts and individual case warobrings to th preventiv nd curative medicine.
histories, which all help to give the presentation a vivid W erloo a ct ath ublication, sooner than nearly
human touch. a quarter of a century afterwards, of a similar analysis

It is possible to single out only a few of the highlights. of the wealth of new medical knowledge which is being
Not unnaturally, about half of the volume is taken up with harvested from the war in Vietnam.
infective diseases, many of them tropical in nature, with w. MELVILLE ARNOTT
particular reference to those found in the western Pacific.
A perusal of this section also brings home to European
readers the fact that the southern United States is, from Toxicity of Industrial Metals. 2nd Ed. By Ethel
the health angle, classifiable as a tropical country. Browning. (Pp. 383; 84s.) London: Butterworth. 1969.

Perhaps one of the most interesting chapters is No. 13,
which is devoted to viral hepatitis, which proved to be This book, first published eight years ago and now appear-
far and away the most disabling infective disease that ing in its second edition with additional knowledge not
beset the armies of World War II. Although the mortality then available, provides in a compact form much useful
was small the dislocation of military operations came near information concerning the toxicity of metals which is
at times to being catastrophic. This was particularly so not easily available elsewhere. Many nietals in trace
in the Mediterranean area, and it recalls to the reviewer quantities profoundly affect cell metabolism by activating
the seemingly endless stream of ambulance trains loaded or inhibiting enzyme reactions, or as actual components
with cases of infective hepatitis which characterized the of metallo-enzymes. Moreover, the physical form, the
Egyptian line of communication in the summer of 1942. valency, the organic or inorganic nature, the entry route
There is a fascinating account of the recognition that the to the body and the particle size are all known to be
widespread outbreak of hepatitis that occurred both in factors determining a metal's capacity to affect health.
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